
SCAA WRITING ASSOCIATE ( WA) POSITION DESCRIPTION

The mission of the Student Center for Academic
Achievement (SCAA) is to provide CSUEB students
with individual and collaborative learning
opportunities within an inclusive environment
fostering independent growth. The SCAA strives to
cultivate adaptability, self-direction, and
self-confidence through peer-to-peer support
programs. SCAA services help students set
achievable goals, develop academic skills, and
improve subject comprehension.More about us

The heart of the SCAA’s work is a dedicated staff of peer leaders. The SCAA employs
individuals who are interested in helping their peers engage in life-long learning;
possess patience and good communication skills; are sensitive to diverse student
needs; are reliable, committed, and accountable; are willing to creatively and
collaboratively contribute to the advancement of the SCAA; and are interested in being a
part of a community that is passionate about student success.

Do you often get asked to review papers by your classmates? Interested in learning
about how to help others with their writing? Interested in developing communication
skills? Consider applying to be a SCAA Writing Tutor - a versatile position. Students who
are interested in future teaching opportunities often benefit and thrive in this environment.

Writing Associates ( WA) Overview
Writing Associates are embedded within one course per semester to assist faculty and
support student writing. This SCAA program is overseen by Dr. Sara Schupack. The
writing tutor joins a class community, attending all class sessions and assisting the
faculty in a range of ways, depending on the tutor’s strengths and interests and the
faculty’s preferences. Activities include:

● Meeting with the faculty partner regularly and attending the class throughout the
semester.

● With the instructor, establishing your role in the course for the semester, which
can include giving written feedback, presenting an in-class workshop, or
developing learning materials for students, depending on students’ needs
throughout the semester.

● Scheduling and providing individual and/or group consultations with students in
addressing global and local concerns of a writing assignment.

SCAA Writing Associates commit to two programs: WA and Peer Tutoring
Peer Tutors provide one-on-one tutoring, in-person and virtually, for the SCAA. Writing
Tutoring is available as one-time appointments, drop-ins, and as part of the SCAAlar
Appointments Program.
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Application Procedures:
Please visit the SCAA’s “Work With Us” webpage for more information and the link to the
online application. Applications are accepted on a rolling basis; position open until filled.

Please note: Applicants are only contacted if selected for an
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